Abstract
Introduction
SPH is a Lagrangian particle method for solving the hydrodynamics equations [1] [2] [3] [4] . Finite numbers of particles are properly distributed to simulate the process of fluid motion. Each particle's physical properties will be interpolated by the surrounding particles, according to a selected kernel function. Equations' calculation does not require meshes and in dealing with the large deformation or free surface problems, SPH method can eliminate the numerical divergence and ensure a clear and accurate free surface. Due to such advantages, SPH model become more widely applied such as SPHysics models by Dalrymple [2, [6] [7] [8] , MFree2D models by Liu [3, 9, 10] and etc. However, rare of them can monitor the simulation processes conveniently.
Model monitoring technology (MMT) is a brief method to offer researchers to observe and control the whole simulation. It should contain well visual function, friendly operation interface and directly data exchanging ability. Therefore MMT is also a kind of programming method. A good MMT for SPH model is using MPL method to couple FORTRAN with Visual Basic (VB) to share the advantages of former's strong computing power and latter's flexible interface design and visualization capabilities. Two ways can be summarized: 1) Using "SHELL" function to call "*.exe" files. 2) Dynamic Link Library (DLL) methods. The first way is convenient to use as [4] , etc, but data cannot be exchanged directly. Therefore VB-Fortran models with MMT always take the second way for its compiled flexibility and high efficiency [11] [12] [13] [14] , etc.
Due to most time was spent on the particle searching part of SPH model, more efficient particle searching algorithms have always been focused. For constant smooth length cases linked-list algorithm [3, [15] [16] [17] is a good choose. And it is widely used in current SPH models such as SPHysics models. However, for the problems with variable smoothing lengths, tree search method is very suitable [18, 19] . Liu and Tu (2001; 2002) [4] also propose another efficient algorithm called Bucket algorithm, which was successfully used in MFree2D codes.
In this article, a new VBF SPH model with improvements respectively on monitoring technology and efficient searching algorithm is detailedly introduced. Two classic problems, droplet impact on super-hydrophobic surface [20] [21] [22] [23] , are chosen to analyze the new model. As comparison both of problems are simulated respectively by the VBF SPH model and a VB model.
SPH Theory

Control Equation
Incompressible fluid problems always met the three conservations of mass, momentum and energy. The following equations (1), (2), (3) are the Navier-Stokes equations which written in SPH forms.
Where,  is the fluid density, m is particle mass, v is velocity tensor, e is the fluid internal energy, F is a unit mass force tensor, P is isotropic pressure and ij  is the artificial viscosity [14] ,
W is a interpolation function with its first derivative W  .
Equation of State
SPH method assumes that the fluid is slightly compressible, which can directly use the particles density to calculate the pressure of the particles rather than spending more time on solving Poisson's equations. Monaghan [14] in 1994 presented the following equations to solve the pressure of free surface fluid:
With,  is constant and
 is the reference density, atm P is atmospheric pressure, 0 c is the Initial artificial sound velocity corresponding the reference density.
Where max V is the estimated maximum flow velocity, usually max V gh  , g is the acceleration of gravity and h is the height between droplet and impact surface,    is the allowable density compression ratio which usually is 0.01 for incompressible fluid.
Then the calculation of the particle sound velocity can refer to the speed of sound formula: dp c
Take Equation (6) into (4) that obtained the calculation equation of particle sound velocity,
Calculate the particle sound velocity in the present model is mainly used to get the artificial viscosity and variable time step. If the model will not consider artificial viscosity and be given a constant time step, the Equation (7) is omissible.
Moving the particles
In the applications of the artificial compressibility to incompressible flows, it is useful to use the "XSPH" technique proposed by Monaghan [15] in 1989. In the XSPH, the particle moves in the following way:
With,  is a constant in the range of 0 <  < 1, in most circumstances  = 0.3 seems to be a good choice in simulating incompressible flows.
The XSPH technique, when applied to incompressible flows, can keep the particles more orderly, and when applied to compressible flows, can effectively reduce unphysical penetration between approaching particle.
CFS method
Continuum Surface Force (CFS) [16] takes the following equations to calculate surface tension：
Where: n ,  n are respectively normal vector and unit normal vector,  n n n  ，  is regularize function, usually n   ，  is surface tension coefficient and k is curvature. CFS method uses color function c to locate a continuum surface region, and the surface normal vector and curvature can be calculated by the gradient of color function c  as equation (11) (12) , [ ] c  is the jump in c across the interface.
.
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(12) The color is particle's essential attribute, and to be modified to initial value before each step. To improve the accuracy near both the free boundaries and the material interfaces with a density discontinuity, CSPM [17] is always applied to modify the normal vector and curvature of surface [18] .
Efficient Search Methods
According to experience of SPH models, most of time will be spent on particle matching. So in order to further improve the model efficiency, a better particle searching method is particularly necessary.
An efficient Linked-list search algorithm is frequently used in the SPHysics platform. Compared with old Linked-list search algorithm, the maximum target cells number centre cells need to search is reduced from eight to four [3] . But when dealing with the situation that the area of total particles round into is greater than the fluid area, such as the classic problems: droplet collision and dam break, the search algorithm mentioned above may need to be modified. Because of using all particles to determine the computational domain in previously mentioned situations, large numbers of blank cells will be generated which would waste lots of memory and slow down computation speed. Therefore, in this paper the main improvement for Linked-list search algorithm is to decrease the domain cells.
In the improved Linked-list search algorithm, Pre-calculate Rectangle was generated according to fluid particles' maximum coordinate values on x, y direction, as region D in Figure 1(A) . To consider the influence of boundary particles, a layer of cells should be added in the region Pre-calculate Rectangle's peripheral, marked as P in Figure 1 
Mixed Language Programming (MLP) Method for MMT
MLP Theory for FORTRAN and VB
A mix of FORTRAN and VB makes it easy to share their advantages. However computation should be better in FORTRAN routines, especially floating-point math. In a Fortran/Visual Basic program, the main routine must be Visual Basic. It is difficult to call Basic routines from FORTRAN. To properly create mixed-language programs by using VB and FORTRAN, rules must be established for naming variables and procedures, using stack, and passing arguments among routines and Functions and etc. The following example shows how to pass variables between VB and FORTRAN codes. 
Figure 2. Structure of VBF SPH model
The new model contains two parts VB monitoring subroutines and FORTRAN calculating procedures. VB codes contain three parts: Input_Data, Monitor and Time_Integration and FORTRAN codes are written in DLL files. The Input_Data routine is used to generate and get Coordinate Data from "*.dxf" files and initialize properties. The Time_Integration routine includes three subroutines: Single_step, Save_data, Print_picture respectively corresponding to calculating, saving data in *.dat files, printing pictures. The whole simulation can be observed through the Print_picture subroutine. Monitor is a module to be called when users send commands. Its core is MMT and controls most public parameters and variables and all of them can be adjusted as necessary. Besides that some analyzing functions are also coupled in it such as flow field, pressure distribution, etc. Model's main calculation codes are compiled in a series of DLL files. If parts of the model need to be modified, just simply edit DLL files. The DLL files from left to right are respectively for matching particles, density, internal force, viscosity, external force, XSPH item and time step. These DLL files will be called from Single_step. Before each DLL is called, Basic program will "Redim" the corresponding dynamic arrays, which would save the memory.
Numerical Simulations
Two problems are simulated by VBF SPH model and a VB model is used for comparison. All the simulations are done in the same computer with the configuration that Intel Core i3 2100 @ 3.10GHz CPU, 2 GB (1333MHz) DDR3 SDRAM. The VB model uses the Previous Linked-list search algorithm [3] . Comparisons are executed in two aspects: Cell-Number and Time-Consuming.
Simulation of Droplet Impact on Super-Hydrophobic Surface
This problem is simulated by using 1162 particles (755 for fluid, 407 for solid boundary). The droplet's impact velocity is and its radius is 1.5 mm. The boundary is about 2.8 mm height and 14.8 mm width. Epsilon coefficient use 0.3, calculating 7100 steps. There are four parts in Figure 3 marked a, b, c, d which respectively corresponding to steps 1100, 2800, 4200, 7100. Flow fields in right hand are generated by MMT module and the time step parameter was adjusted during the simulation which is lower in spreading than retreatment. These pictures revealed the process of a droplet impacting, spreading and retreating on Super-Hydrophobic Surface. The Cell-Numbers for two Linked-list search algorithms are sketched in Figure 4 , and the time consuming of each model are listed in Table 1 . Advantages of the dynamic cells in Improved Linked-list search algorithm is revealed in Figure 4 , that the maximum Cell-Number of improved algorithm is 248 which is far less than 1653 of the previous algorithm. During the whole calculation, average Cell-Number is 221, far lower than previous algorithm. The less computational cells, the smaller memory cost, so that the faster model calculate.
It can be inferred from Table 1 that the VBF SPH model is more than 9 times faster than the VB model. Model efficiency is prompted a lot by using MLP method and Improved Linked-list search algorithm. 
Simulation of Droplet Impact on Liquid Surface
To distinguish the effect of the improvements, a water droplet impact water surface problem is simulated, in which Cell-Numbers of two models were almost the same (seen in Figure 6 ). 8728 particles are used in this simulation (7872 for water in container, 653 for container and 203 for droplet). The container with 20.9mm height and 19.6mm width, container water depth 16.2 mm, droplet diameter is 3mm. The droplet impact velocity is 0.5m/s, which almost wouldn't induce a splash. Epsilon coefficient use 0.3, calculate 20000 steps. The Cell-Numbers of two Linked-list search algorithms are sketched in Figure 6 , that the average Cell-Number of improved algorithm is 2329 which is just a bit less than the 2548 of previous algorithm. Therefore the improved algorithm contributed little to the model efficiency. And it can be inferred that, in this simulation, MLP method played a main role to the model efficiency.
According to the Table 2 , the VBF SPH model is about 7 times faster than VB model. Compared with the 8 times in the first simulation (seen in Table 1 ), the conclusions can be summarized as MLP method improved about 7 times efficiency, while the Improved Linked-list search algorithm at least increased 1 time. 
Conclusions
This paper described a monitoring method and an improved link-list algorithm for SPH model and a VBF SPH model with the two improvements was also introduced. The MMT is realized by MLP method and with it simulations of the VBF SPH model can be well observed and controlled. Two droplet impact problems are chosen to analyze its feasible and efficiency. By the comparison with a VB model, both the MLP method and the improved link-list algorithm can obviously boost up model efficiency that the MLP method increased about 7 times efficiency and the improved link-list algorithm increased more than 1 time. The MMT mentioned in this paper is a simple but significant way for researchers to handle their numerical analyses. Through this technology, SPH method can be applied much easier; simulation processes can be monitored simply. The improved link-list algorithm is also useful for other SPH investigations.
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